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In loving memory 
of our “Kim.”
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I’m a blueloon.

I’m supposed to be a 
regular balloon, but I’m 
just not having fun like the 
others. I’m kinda dull, and 
I’m kinda flat. My string is 
tied up in knots. I have a case  

of the BLUES…
that’s why I’m a 

blueloon. I’ve felt like 
this for weeks!
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I even made 
little kids smile 
when I let them 

hold onto my 
string!

I remember when 
I used to feel like 
a regular balloon. 

I was round.

I was bright,  
and I was  

pretty happy.

I used to have 
fun playing 

with the other 
balloons…they 

looked up to me.
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There are days 
when I feel like I 

don’t even have 
enough air inside 

me to hold up 
my string.

Now, I feel different. 
I just can’t seem to 

float very high. 

Sometimes, I can’t even 
get off the ground.

I feel empty.
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I float really high.

I talk way too much.

I do really strange things… 
and then,

Then, there are a  
few days that are 

CRAZY DAYS!

I go from blueloon to 
“BALLOONY TOON!”

My head fills up with so 
much air that I feel like 
I’m going to explode!!!

I cr
ash!
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Green tried to tie   
  me down…but that 
didn’t work either.

     Some of the other balloons 
are worried about me.

Pink tried to lift me up… 
            but that didn’t work.
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I tried,  
but nothing 

changed.

Yellow told me to put a 
smile on my face and

“snap out of it!”
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I know there are other balloons 
out there who feel like I do, but 

I still feel like I’m all alone. 
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